In this paper we study finite, connected, 4-valent graphs X which admit an action of a group G which is transitive on vertices and edges, but not transitive on the arcs of X. Such a graph X is said to be (G, 1Â2)-transitive. The group G induces an orientation of the edges of X, and a certain class of cycles of X (called alternating cycles) determined by the group G is identified as having an important influence on the structure of X. The alternating cycles are those in which consecutive edges have opposite orientations. It is shown that X is a cover of a finite, connected, 4-valent, (G, 1Â2)-transitive graph for which the alternating cycles have one of three additional special properties, namely they are tightly attached, loosely attached, or antipodally attached. We give examples with each of these special attachment properties, and moreover we complete the classification (begun in a separate paper by the first author) of the tightly attached examples.
connected, of valency 4, and admit a subgroup of automorphisms which enables them to be viewed as oriented graphs in such a way that the given subgroup acts transitively on vertices and arcs. The graphs contain a certain class of cycles determined by the orientation which we call alternating cycles. The purpose of this paper is to study the nature and inter-relation of these alternating cycles and their influence on the structure of the graphs. One reason for our choosing to study this class of graphs is that examples arise naturally as medial graphs of regular maps, see [8] .
For graph-theoretic and group-theoretic terms not defined here we refer the reader to [1, 2, 12, 14] . Moreover, we will adopt the terminology and notation of [7] for the concept of 1 2 -transitive group actions on graphs. A graph X is said to be vertex-transitive, edge-transitive, or arc-transitive if its automorphism group Aut X acts transitively on the set of vertices, edges, or arcs respectively. The automorphism group of a vertex-and edgetransitive but not arc-transitive graph X must necessarily have two orbits on the arc set, with each orbit containing an arc corresponding to each of the edges (see [13, 7. 53, p. 59]). Thus, in the language of permutation group theory (see [14, p. 24] ), Aut X acts 1 2 -transitively on the arc set having two orbits of equal length. We shall therefore say, although in a slight discord with the definition of a 1 2 -transitive permutation group in [14, p. 24] , that a graph X is 1 2 -transitive provided it is vertex-and edgetransitive, but not arc-transitive. More generally, by a 1 2 -transitive action of a group G on X we shall mean a vertex-and edge-but not arc-transitive action of G on X. In this case we shall say that the graph X is (G, Several papers have been written on 4-valent 1 2 -transitive graphs, see [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] . Here we continue the study of 1 2 -transitive group actions on finite 4-valent graphs initiated in [7] . In that paper some general results were obtained, including classification results for 4-valent, 1 2 -transitive graphs enjoying certain additional structural properties. The paper [8] continued the investigation by examining the interplay between regular maps, one-regular graphs and 4-valent graphs admitting 1 2 -transitive group actions. In particular, it was shown in [8] that there is a 1&1 correspondence between regular maps and 4-valent graphs which are (G, 2 )-transitive for some group G in which the vertex stabilisers are cyclic of order 2. The correspondence was defined using the so-called medial graph of a regular map.
Let X=(V, E) be a (G ,   1 2 )-transitive graph of valency 4, for some subgroup G of Aut X. Then in the natural action of G on V_V, the arc set of X is the union of two G-orbits, A 1 and A 2 , say, which are paired with each other, that is, A 2 =[(v, u) | (u, v) # A 1 ]. Each of the two corresponding oriented graphs (V, A 1 ) and (V, A 2 ) has out-valency and in-valency equal to 2, and admits G as a vertex-and arc-transitive group of automorphisms.
Moreover each of them has X as its underlying graph. Let D G (X ) be one of these two oriented graphs, fixed from now on. For u, v # V(X ) such that (u, v) is an arc in D G (X ), we shall write u Ä v and say that u is the tail of (u, v) and a predecessor of v, and that v is the head of (u, v) and a successor of u.
An even length cycle C in X is called a G-alternating cycle if the vertices of C are alternately the tail or the head (in D G (X )) of their two incident edges in C. It was proved in [7, Proposition 2.4 ] that the G-alternating cycles partition the edge set, and that they all have the same length; half of this length is denoted by r G (X ) and is called the G-radius of X. In particular, if X is 1 2 -transitive, then an Aut X-alternating cycle is called simply an alternating cycle and r Aut X (X ) is called the radius of X.
Two G-alternating cycles C 1 and C 2 are said to be adjacent if they have at least one vertex in common, and their intersection C 1 & C 2 , called a G-attachment set of X, denotes the subset of common vertices. Note that each vertex of X is contained in precisely two G-alternating cycles and so, since G acts vertex-and edge-transitively, it follows that any two adjacent G-alternating cycles must intersect in the same number of vertices, called the G-attachment number a G (X ) of X.
It is possible for two G-alternating cycles C and C$ to contain the same set of vertices; in this case C and C$ contain every vertex of X and are the only G-alternating cycles of X. The graphs for which this happens are certain arc-transitive circulants (that is Cayley graphs of cyclic groups) and were characterised explicitly in [7] . We shall study the case where there are at least three alternating cycles, that is, r G (X){2a G (X). In studying the possible nature of the intersection C & C$ we shall see that in all other cases a G (X ) is at most r G (X ). In some graphs the upper bound is attained and C & C$ consists of every second vertex of C (and of C$), and in this case we say that C and C$ are tightly attached. At the other extreme, for adjacent G-alternating cycles C and C$, C & C$ might consist of a single vertex or a pair of antipodally opposite vertices, and we say that C and C$ are loosely attached or antipodally attached, respectively. Since the cardinality |C & C$| is independent of the pair C, C$ of adjacent G-alternating cycles, the property of being tightly attached, loosely attached or antipodally attached is also independent of the pair C, C$, and we say that X is tightly G-attached, loosely G-attached, or antipodally G-attached, respectively. In particular, a 1 2 -transitive graph X of valency 4 is tightly attached, loosely attached or antipodally attached if it is, respectively, tightly, loosely or antipodally Aut X-attached. We note however that the cycles which are G-alternating may depend on the group G. In Proposition 3.4 we give a detailed description of the intersection C & C$ and the possibilities for the G-attachment number.
In Section 2 we give several examples illustrating the various possibilities that may occur, in particular illustrating the influence of the subgroup G on whether a graph X has one of these special attachment properties. The reason for singling out these cases for special attention is the following theorem proved in Section 3 which shows that all 4-valent graphs admitting a This theorem suggests that the properties of loose, antipodal, and tight attachment deserve further investigation. In [7] , the 4-valent, (G, 
EXAMPLES
In this section we present several families of examples of 4-valent (G, 1 2 )-transitive graphs to amplify the discussion in Section 1 and to justify some of the assertions made there. More details concerning the constructions and properties of these examples may be found in [5, 6, 7, 9, 10] .
The only situation in which a 4-valent, (G ,   1 2 )-transitive graph X can have more than one of the special attachment properties for the same group G occurs if the G-radius is 2 and X is tightly and antipodally G-attached. The first family of examples demonstrates that this can indeed happen. It also provides an infinite family of examples for which the sizes of the vertex stabilisers are unbounded. Although this is a somewhat degenerate family of graphs, examples with the latter property are not easy to construct. Further, for infinitely many of these graphs, there is a second Example 2.1. For each t 3, let L(t) be the graph with vertex set
is arc-transitive, and its subgroup G 1 (t)$S 2 " Z t of index 2 acts 1 2 -transitively on L(t). Moreover L(t) is both tightly and antipodally G 1 (t)-attached with G 1 (t)-radius 2. The corresponding orientation of the edge set is given by the rule (i, j) Ä (i+1, k) for each i # Z t and all j, k # Z 2 . Note that the vertex stabilisers in G 1 (t) have order 2 t&1 . Further, for r 2, the graph L(2r) also admits a 1 2 -transitive group action by a different subgroup G 2 (2r) relative to which it is tightly attached with radius r and the vertex stabilisers in G 2 (2r) are cyclic of order 2. The corresponding orientation of the edge set is given by the rule
The group G 2 (2r) of order 8r is generated by the elements \, _, and { defined as follows:
Next, we give a family of arc-transitive, 4-valent graphs which admit three different 1 2 -transitive group actions yielding three different oriented graphs X 1 (r), X 2 (r), and X 3 (r) which variously exhibit both loose and tight attachment relative to certain of these actions. Proofs of the assertions made in Example 2.2 are given in [9] . More precisely proofs of the assertions can be found in Case 3 of the proof of [9, Theorem 4.1] for X 1 (r), Case 4 of the same proof and the discussion preceding [9, Proposition 3.3] for X 2 (r), and Case 1 of the proof of [9, Theorem 4.1] for X 3 (r).
Example 2.2. For r 3 let X(r) be the graph with vertex set Z 2r _Z 2r such that (i, j) is adjacent to (i\1, j) and (i, j\1) for all i, j # Z 2r , that is, X(r) is the Cartesian product C 2r _C 2r of two cycles of length 2r. Then Aut X(r)=D 4r " Z 2 , Aut X(r) is arc-transitive, and the vertex stabilisers are dihedral of order 8. We shall define three oriented graphs X i (r) (i=1, 2, 3) with underlying graph X(r), each of them corresponding to a (a) We obtain X 1 (r) from X(r) by letting
The oriented graph X 1 (r) admits a 1 2 -transitive group action with vertex stabiliser Z 2 with respect to which X(r) is loosely attached with radius 2.
(b) For X 2 (r), we define
Then X 2 (r) admits a (c) Finally, we obtain X 3 (r) from X(r) by letting
for all i and j.
Then X 3 (r) admits a 1 2 -transitive group action with vertex stabiliser Z 2 with respect to which X(r) is tightly attached with radius 2r.
Our third family of graphs comprises quotients of the graphs X(r) of Example 2.2, and many of the graphs in the family admit three different 1 2 -transitive group actions relative to which they are loosely, antipodally, or tightly attached.
Example 2.3. For r 3, let Y(r) be the quotient graph of X(r) obtained by identifying vertices (i, j) and (i+r, j+r) for all i, j # Z 2r , with adjacency induced from that of X(r), that is the block
If, between adjacent blocks, all X(r)-edges have the same orientation in the oriented graph X i (r), this orientation induces an orientation of the edges of Y(r), and we denote the corresponding oriented graph by Y i (r). This is the case for X 2 (r) and X 3 (r) for all r 3, and is also the case for X 1 (r) if r is even (but not if r is odd). Note that the length of the corresponding alternating cycles remains the same for X 1 (r) and X 2 (r) and is halved for X 3 (r). Thus the oriented graph Y 1 (r) (r even), Y 2 (r), or Y 3 (r) admits a 1 2 -transitive group action with vertex stabiliser Z 2 , Z 2 2 , or Z 2 , and Y(r) is loosely, antipodally, or tightly attached with radius 2, r, or r relative to that action, respectively.
We emphasize that the examples given above are all arc-transitive graphs. On the other hand constructions have been found for several families of -transitive group actions with respect to which they are tightly attached and of odd radius were classified in [7] , and we describe these examples next. In Section 4 we shall give a detailed description and characterisation of all such graphs having even radius.
Example 2.4. For r, t 3 with r odd, and s # Z* r such that s t # \1 (mod r), let X(s; t, r) be the graph with vertex set Z t _Z r with edges of the form [(i, j), (i+1, j\s i )], for all i # Z t , j # Z r . It was shown in [7, Proposition 3.2] that X(s; t, r) is 4-valent and admits a 1 2 -transitive group action with respect to which it is tightly attached of odd radius r. Moreover the graphs X(s; t, r) are the only examples of such graphs, and those which are The next construction takes as input a cubic graph X admitting a group acting regularly on arcs, that is, admitting a one-regular group action; X is said to be one-regular if Aut X is regular on the arcs of X. Recall that the line graph L(X) of a graph X=(V, E) is the graph with vertex set E such that [e, e$] is an edge of L(X) if and only if e, e$ # E and have a vertex in common.
Example 2.5. Let X be a cubic graph admitting a one-regular action by a group G. Then the line graph L(X ) is a 4-valent, (G, 2 )-transitive graph (see [11] ). Moreover X is one-regular if and only if L(X ) is 1 2 -transitive. In particular, applying this construction to the cubic one-regular graphs given in [3] , constructed from finite symmetric or alternating groups, we obtain an infinite family of There are other families of loosely attached 1 2 -transitive 4-valent graphs known, see [5, 6, 11] . As for antipodal attachment, it was proved in [10] that the radius of a 1 2 -transitive 4-valent antipodally attached graph must be even, and an infinite family of such graphs having radius 4 was constructed there using a covering graph construction. In a 4-valent (G, 1 2 )-transitive graph two adjacent G-alternating cycles are not always tightly, antipodally or loosely attached. Examples demonstrating other possibilities may be obtained, again using a covering graph construction.
We end this section with a discussion of this method of construction. We describe the ingredients required for the covering graph construction and then give four families of examples as illustrations, one of which is the family of antipodally attached graphs constructed in [10] . The construction involves the notion of a voltage assignment of a graph X in a group H, that is, a map _ :
. For a walk in X, that is a finite sequence W=(v 0
If _ is a voltage assignment for a graph X=(V, E) in a group H, we let Cov _ (X ) denote the regular cover of X with respect to _, that is the graph with vertex set V_H such that (v, h) is adjacent to (v$ We illustrate the method of construction first with two families of loosely attached 1 2 -transitive 4-valent graphs which were constructed in [5, 6] . Let n be an odd integer, let a=(0, 1, ..., n&1), b=a s , and c=a t , where s=(0, 2)(1, 5) and t=(0, 2)(4, 7). It was proved in [5] that, for each odd integer n 11, the 4-valent graph X n =Cay(A n , [a, a &1 , b, b &1 ]) is a loosely attached 1 2 -transitive graph with radius 3, and automorphism group G n $A n _Z 2 . Also it was proved in [6] that, for each n 17, the 4-valent graph
) is a loosely attached 1 2 -transitive graph with radius 2, and automorphism group H n $A n _Z 2 . Now choose any odd positive integer k, where k is required to be coprime to 3 in the case of the graphs X n , and construct the k-fold covers Cov _ (X n ) and Cov { (Y n ), where the voltage assignments _ : A(X n ) Ä Z k and {: A(Y n ) Ä Z k take the value 1 # Z k on all the arcs of the form (x, ax), (x, b &1 x) and (x, c &1 x), and the value k&1 on all the arcs of the form (x, a &1 x), (x, bx) and (x, cx). We have the following result.
Proposition 2.7. For all positive integers n and k (where k is not divisible by 3 in the case of X n ), the 4-valent graphs Cov _ (X n ) and
Proof. Clearly, each automorphism of X n belonging to the right regular representation of A n preserves the voltages on all arcs of X n . On the other hand, the involution generating the stabiliser of the vertex 1 A n # V(X n ) interchanges each vertex x with its conjugate x s , and hence inverts the voltages on all arcs of X n . Thus for each automorphism : # G n and each walk W of X n , we have _(W)=\_(W:). The same conclusion holds also for the graph Y n with voltage { and group H n . It therefore follows from Proposition 2.6 that the full automorphism groups G n of X n and H n of Y n lift to subgroups G n and H n of the automorphism groups of Cov _ (X n ) and Cov { (Y n ) respectively. Thus the semidirect products 1 n =K } G n Aut Cov _ (X n ) and 2 n =J } H n Aut Cov { (Y n ), where K$J$Z k , give rise to 1 2 -transitive actions on Cov _ (X n ) and Cov { (Y n ), respectively. Note that the restriction on k ensures that the 1 n -radius of Cov _ (X n ) is 3k. Also the 2 n -radius of Cov { (Y n ) is 2k. Moreover any two adjacent 1 n -alternating cycles of Cov _ (X n ) and any two adjacent 2 n -alternating cycles of Cov { (Y n ) intersect in k vertices. K In general, we do not know if the groups 1 n and 2 n are the full automorphism groups of Cov _ (X n ) and Cov { (Y n ) and so we do not know if these graphs are 
ATTACHMENT SETS AND QUOTIENTS
Throughout this section let X denote a finite connected 4-valent (G, 1 2 )-transitive graph. Choose one of the two G-orbits on arcs to define an oriented graph D G (X ) as described in the introduction, and let r denote the G-radius r G (X ). We begin by studying the G-attachment sets. Let C be a G-alternating cycle and let v # V(C) (the vertex set of C). We assume that r{2a G (X), so that V(C){V(X ). Without loss of generality we may assume that the two vertices u, u$ of C adjacent to v are such that v Ä u and v Ä u$. Then the stabiliser G v contains an element : which interchanges u and u$. Also the two vertices v, v$ adjacent to u in C are such that v Ä u and v$ Ä u, and G u contains an element ; which interchanges v and v$. Then both : and ; lie in the setwise stabiliser G C of C. Moreover : 2 and ; 2 fix both u and v, and hence fix C pointwise. Thus the permutations :
C and ; C of V(C) induced by : and ; have order 2, (:
is a dihedral group of order 2r, and in particular \ :=:; induces a two-step rotation of C with two cycles of length r on V(C). Let s be a divisor of r, and set Proof. In view of Remark 3.2, if u, w # B s (C; v) are such that u#=w then the two neighbours of u in C must be mapped by # to the two neighbours of w in C. Thus C#=C. K We now give a detailed description of the G-attachment sets of X. 2 )-transitive graph of valency 4, for some G Aut X, and let r=r G (X ) and a=a G (X). Assume that r{2a. Let A be a G-attachment set of X, the intersection of two G-alternating cycles, say C, C$, and let v # A. Then A is a block of imprimitivity for G, and either (i) a divides r and A=B rÂa (C; v)=B rÂa (C$; v); or (ii) a is an even number dividing 2r such that 2rÂa is odd, B 2rÂa (C; v)= B 2rÂa (C$; v), B* 2rÂa (C; v)=B* 2rÂa (C$; v) and A=B 2rÂa (C; v) _ B* 2rÂa (C; v). Further, B 2rÂa (C; v) and B* 2rÂa (C; v) are also blocks of imprimitivity for G. so that B* :=B* 2rÂa (C; v) is equal to B 2rÂa (C; w), and set B :=B 2rÂa (C; v). Then A=B _ B*, and also A=B 2rÂa (C$; v) _ B* 2rÂa (C$; v). To prove that B is block of imprimitivity for G, suppose that u, u$ # B are such that u$=u# for some # # G. Then by Remark 3.3, C is fixed by # and so, by Remark 3.1, we have
Thus B 2rÂa (C; v) is a block of imprimitivity for G for each C, v. Hence also B* is a block of imprimitivity.
Finally we prove that B=B 2rÂa (C$; v) and B*=B* 2rÂa (C$; v). Since X is G-vertex-transitive, there is an element # # G such that v#=w. Then A & A# contains w and so, since A is a block of imprimitivity, A#=A. Since the only G-alternating cycles containing v (or w) are C and C$, it follows that # fixes [C, C$] setwise. However, it follows from Remark 3.2, and the fact that 2rÂa is odd, that C#{C. Hence # interchanges C and C$. Now # fixes A=B _ B* setwise, and since w Â B it follows that B#{B. So, since B is a block of imprimitivity, B# A"B=B* and hence B#=B*. Thus B*=B#=B 2rÂa (C#; v#)=B 2rÂa (C$; w)=B* 2rÂa (C$; v), and taking complements in A, we have B=B 2rÂa (C$; v). K If the G-attachment sets are large enough it turns out that the vertex stabilisers in G are cyclic of order 2.
Lemma 3.5. Let X be a finite, connected, 4-valent, (G, Proof. Let A be the intersection of two adjacent G-alternating cycles C, C$, and consider the stabiliser H=G v0 v1 of two adjacent vertices v 0 , v 1 of C. Then H fixes C pointwise, and if |A| 3 then H also fixes C$ pointwise. Similarly H fixes pointwise the second G-alternating cycle on v 1 , and it follows from the connectivity of X that H=1. K As mentioned in the introduction, the case a G (X)=2r G (X ) results in a particular arc-transitive circulant on 2r G (X ) vertices. In all other cases we must have a G (X ) r G (X ). We shall use the following notation.
(1)
For convenience we set s :=s G (X). We shall study the quotient graph X 7 of X modulo the block system
that is, the graph with vertex set 7 such that B, B$ # 7 are joined by an edge if and only if there is an edge in X joining a vertex of B to a vertex of B$. We shall show that X is a cover of a connected, 4-valent (G,   1 2 )-transitive graph (namely X 7 or X itself) having one of the three special attachment properties defined in the introduction. Theorem 1.1 stated in the introduction follows immediately from Theorem 3.6 below.
Theorem 3.6. Let X be a finite, connected, 4-valent, (G, 1 2 )-transitive graph for some G Aut X, and let r=r G (X ), a=a G (X ), and s=s G (X ). Suppose that a{2r. Let C be a G-alternating cycle and v # V(C), and let B=B s (C; v) and 7=B
G . Then either (a) a=r, s=1, X is tightly G-attached, and X 7 is a cycle (and X 7 inherits an orientation from X); or (b) a<r, X 7 is a connected 4-valent (G, 1 2 )-transitive graph of G-radius s (where G may be unfaithful on 7), X is an (rÂs)-fold cover of X 7 (and X 7 inherits an orientation from X ), and either (i) s=2rÂa 3, s is odd, and X 7 is antipodally G-attached; or (ii) s=rÂa 2, and X 7 is loosely G-attached.
Proof. Note that |B| =rÂs. Suppose that C=v 0 v 1 , ..., v 2r&1 with v=v 0 , and let C$=v$ 0 v$ 1 , ..., v$ 2r&1 be the G-alternating cycle adjacent to C with v$ 0 =v. For each vertex u, let B(u) denote the block of 7 containing u.
Suppose first that s=1. Then V(C)=B _ B(v 1 ) and V(C$)=B _ B(v$ 1 ) (and X is tightly G-attached). Consequently B(v 1 ) and B(v$ 1 ) are the only blocks of 7 which are adjacent to B in X 7 . It follows, since X is connected, that X 7 is also connected and hence X 7 is a cycle. Since all X-edges from B to B(v 1 ) have the same orientation, X 7 inherits an orientation from X. Thus part (a) holds. Now suppose that s>1, so a<r. Then B(v 1 ){B(v 2r&1 ) and B(v$ 1 ){ B(v$ 2r&1 ). If say v$ 1 or v$ 2r&1 were contained in B(v 1 ) or B(v 2r&1 ), then we would have v$ 1 or v$ 2r&1 in V(C), and this is not the case since G-alternating cycles are induced cycles when a<2r, see [7, Proposition 2.4] . It follows that the four blocks B(v 1 ), B(v 2r&1 ), B(v$ 1 ), B(v$ 2r&1 ) are distinct, and these are the blocks of 7 which contain vertices adjacent to v 0 . For vertices v, u, if B(v)=B(u) then v and u lie in the same G-alternating cycles, and by the definition of 7 it follows that the neighbours of v and of u lie in the same four blocks of 7. Thus X 7 has valency 4, and between two adjacent blocks of X 7 we have a matching with all edges having the same orientation. Hence X is an (rÂs)-fold cover of X 7 and it is easy to see that X 7 is (G, 1 2 )-transitive. Further the G-alternating cycles of X (of length 2r) cover the G-alternating cycles of X 7 , so the latter have length 2rÂ|B| =2s and hence r G (X 7 )=s. In the case where s=2rÂa 3 and s is odd, V(C) & V(C$) is a union of two blocks of 7 by Proposition 3.4, and hence the corresponding G-alternating cycles of X 7 have intersection of size 2, that is, X S is antipodally G-attached. In the other case, where s=rÂa, V(C) & V(C$) is a single block of 7 by Proposition 3.4, and hence X 7 is loosely G-attached. K
We finish this section with a short discussion of a second combinatorially determined block system T for a finite, connected, 4-valent, (G, It was shown in [7, Proposition 2.8 ] that a G-transversal T is a block of imprimitivity for G. We denote the quotient graph of X modulo the imprimitivity system T by X T .
If the G-radius r G (X) is even then between two transversals which are adjacent in X T , all X-edges have the same orientation, and hence X T inherits an orientation from X. On the other hand if the r G (X ) is odd then this is not the case and X T does not inherit an orientation from X.
However the nature of the quotient graph X T is not well understood in general. In the case of tightly G-attached graphs X of odd G-radius, the transversal system T is``orthogonal'' to the block system 7 defined in (2) with G-transversals and blocks of 7 having exactly 1 point in common, see [7, Proposition 3.2] . On the other hand if X is tightly G-attached and the G-radius r G (X ) is even, then from the definition of the blocks of 7 it follows that a G-transversal is contained in a block of 7 if and only if r G (X )Âs G (X ) is even (where s G (X ) is defined in (1)), and in this case the G-transversals have cardinality 2. Thus, if r G (X)Âs G (X ) is even then either r G (X )=2 and X T =X 7 is a cycle, or r G (X ) 4, X is a 2-fold cover of X T , and X T is an (r G (X )Â2s G (X ))-fold cover of X 7 .
TIGHTLY ATTACHED GRAPHS OF EVEN RADIUS
In this section we construct all connected 4-valent graphs which are (G ,   1 2 )-transitive and tightly G-attached of even G-radius, for some G Aut X. All such graphs having odd G-radius were constructed and classified in [7, Section 3] . Let X be such a graph and let r=r G (X ) and x 0 # V(X ). Then, by Proposition 3.4, the two G-alternating cycles C, C$ containing x 0 intersect in a set B=B(x 0 ) of size r consisting of every second point of C (and of C$). Moreover, by Theorem 3.6, B is a block of imprimitivity for G in V(X ), and the quotient graph X 7 of X modulo 7 :=[B# | # # G] is a cycle which inherits an orientation from X, say X 7 =C t with t 3. Since G preserves the orientation of the edges of X and G is transitive on V(X ), the permutation group G 7 induced by G on 7 is cyclic of order t.
In the case where r=2, it is clear that between blocks of 7 which are adjacent in X 7 there are four edges, all with the same orientation (the edges of a G-alternating cycle), and X is isomorphic to the graph L(t) of Example 2.1 with G a subgroup of the group G 1 (t)=S 2 " Z t defined there.
From now on we shall assume that r 4. Then by Lemma 3.5, G v0 =({) $Z 2 . Let C=v 0 , v 1 , ..., v 2r&1 . Arguing as in the first paragraph of Section 3, there is an element \ # G such that the permutation \ C induced by \ on C is
Also, since G 7 $Z t and G is transitive on vertices, there is an element _ # G which maps v 0 to v 1 such that G 7 =(_ 7 ). In Proposition 4.2 below we show that G is generated by the three elements \, _, { and we obtain a set of defining relations for G in terms of these generators. We also find generators for the subgroup K :=G (7) , the kernel of G on 7. For each v # V(X ), we shall write B(v) for the block of 7 containing v.
Proposition 4.2. The group G=(\, _, {) and
whence 2l#m(1+k+ } } } +k t&1 ) (mod r). K It follows from Proposition 4.2 that the subgroup (\, _) is regular on the vertex set V(X). We use this fact to specify the edges of X explicitly. 
Proof. It follows from Proposition 4.2 that (\, _) is regular on V(X ) and hence that each vertex of X can be uniquely represented as v 0 _ i \ j for some i, j such that 0 i<t and 0 j<r. Now v 0 is adjacent to v 0 _ and
For each i, j such that 0 i<t and 0 j<r, applying _ i \ j to these three vertices we see that the two vertices of
. This is the required result provided that i t&2, so suppose that i=t&1. Then _ i+1 \ j =\ j+l , and the result follows. K Lemma 4.3 allows us to identify V(X ) with Z t _Z r , and we prove next that X is isomorphic to the following graph.
Definition 4.4. Let r, t be integers such that r 4, r is even, and t 3. Further let k, l, m be non-negative integers which are less than r and which satisfy the congruences in (5) modulo r. Then X(t, r; k, l, m) is defined as the graph with vertex set Z t _Z r such that, for all (i, j) # Z t _Z r , (i, j) is joined to (i+1, j) and (i+1, j&k i ) if i{t&1, and (t&1, j) is joined to (0, j+l ) and (0, j+l&k t&1 ).
Theorem 4.5. Suppose that X is a finite, connected, (G ,   1 2 )-transitive graph of valency 4 which is tightly G-attached of even G-radius r with r 4. Then X is isomorphic to X(t, r; k, l, m) for some t 3, and non-negative integers k, l, m less than r satisfying the congruences in (5) modulo r. Moreover G=(\, _, {) with \, _, { satisfying the relations given in (4), and for all (i, j) # Z t _Z r , (i, j) \=(i, j+1), Proof. Since each vertex of X can be expressed uniquely as v 0 _ i \ j with 0 i<t and 0 j<r, the map v 0 _ i \ j [ (i, j) defines a bijection ,: V(X) Ä Z t _Z r . It is straightforward, using Lemma 4.3, to check that , defines an isomorphism from X to X(t, r; k, l, m). Moreover, the block B(v 0 )=v 0 (\) is mapped by , to B 0 :=[(0, j) | j # Z r ], and it follows that for each i<t, the block B(v 0 ) _ i of 7=[B(v 0 ) _ u | 0 u<t] is mapped to the set B i as claimed.
Finally we specify the action of G which is induced on the vertices of X(t, r; k, l, m) under the graph isomorphism ,, that is, such that for all v # V(X ) and # # G, (v) ,#=(v#) ,. Clearly, from our definition of , it follows that (i, j) \=(i, j+1) for all i, j. Next consider _. as required. K
We have not been able to determine whether, for given t, r, the graphs X(t, r; k, l, m) are pairwise non-isomorphic.
